French Door Installation
Step 1

Step 5

BEFORE INSTALLING PANELS

LINE UP HINGES
Locate the panel so that
the panel hinge knuckles
are positioned directly
above the frame hinge
knuckle pins. Make sure
that all the hinges are
lined up correctly.

Measure the diagonals of
the opening for the
French door with a
measuring tape. It is
important for the correct
operation of this product
that the difference does
not exceed 4mm.

Step 2

Step 6

ORIENTATE PANEL
Identify the hinge knuckle on the panel. Make sure that the
hole in the knuckle (indicated in inset), is pointing down. The
hinge knuckle has a matching half fixed to the door frame.
Ensure that the plastic ‘C’ Clip is threaded onto the pin prior
to panel fitment.
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2b.

LOWER PANEL ONTO HINGES
Lower the panel, making
sure that the hole in the
hinge knuckles have
threaded onto pins.
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Step 3
POSITION PANEL
Sit
the
panel
perpendicular to the door
frame. This will ensure
that the panel does not
strike the head of the
door frame when the
panel is lifted up. The
hinge knuckles should be
facing each other (as
indicated in the picture).

Step 4

Step 7
SECURING INACTIVE PANELS
Close the inactive panel (panel without door handle). Operate
the flush bolts at the top and the bottom of the panel
(indicated in picture) to sure the panel into position.
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Step 8

LIFT PANEL INTO POSITION
Lift the panel up and into
position. Try to keep the
panel as vertical as
possible.

SECURING ACTIVE PANELS
Close the active panel
(panel with door handle).
Lift
handle
upwards
(indicated in picture) to
draw the active panel
hard up against the seals.

8.
PLEASE NOTE: The Panel must be fitted prior to nailing door in place on any Second Story.

